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It has been a busy spring for privacy and cybersecurity law. In recent weeks, the United States and European
Commission (“EC”) agreed to replace the Privacy Shield to allow trans-Atlantic data transfers under the EU
General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”), and Utah passed its own privacy statute. These developments
come close on the heels of the new Cyber Incident Reporting for Critical Infrastructure Act, 1 which will require
prompt federal-level reporting of cybersecurity breaches and ransomware payments, and the Securities and
Exchange Commission’s new proposed rules to enhance and standardize disclosures of cybersecurity breaches. 2
This memorandum offers important practice tips with respect to the new EU/U.S. agreement and Utah law. 3

Trans-Atlantic Data Transfers
On March 25, 2022, the U.S. and EC agreed in principle to a Trans-Atlantic Data Privacy Framework (the
“Framework”) that will permit EU-to-U.S. data transfers under the GDPR. The GDPR generally permits transfer
of EU residents’ personal data outside the EU only if it is (i) subject to safeguards such as Standard Contractual
Clauses (“SCCs”) or binding corporate rules or (ii) made to a country with EU-approved data protections, which
previously included the U.S. under the Privacy Shield.
Practice Tip: U.S. businesses will likely want to rely on the Framework for EU-U.S. data transfers, to avoid the
obligations of using recently-revised SCC forms, which include performing data impact assessments. After the
Biden Administration adopts the Framework via executive order, businesses may use it by self-certifying their
adherence to the Privacy Shield Principles through the U.S. Department of Commerce. This was accomplished by
a website registration process under the Privacy Shield and its predecessor, the Safe Harbor.
History: The Privacy Shield was invalidated in July 2020 by the European Court of Justice (“ECJ”), due to
objections to U.S. surveillance practices for personal data. According to a joint U.S.-EC statement, the U.S. will
introduce “new safeguards to ensure that [U.S.] signals surveillance activities are necessary and proportionate in
the pursuit of defined national security objectives” and “establish a two-level independent redress mechanism” for
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Europeans “with binding authority to direct remedial measures.” The mechanism will include a Data Protection
Review Court consisting of non-U.S. Government personnel that will hear complaints about U.S. intelligence
practices. Alternative dispute resolution will remain available for complaints against Framework participants.
After the invalidation of the Privacy Shield, U.S. businesses have mainly relied on SCCs to make GDPR-compliant
EU-U.S. data transfers. This has involved complicated implementation—businesses relying on SCCs had to
conduct privacy impact assessments to accompany data transfers, and there are recent requirements to use
updated SCC forms. 4 As such, many U.S. companies hope to rely on the new Framework.

The Utah Consumer Privacy Act
On March 24, 2022, Utah Governor Spencer Cox signed the Utah Consumer Privacy Act (“UCPA”), making Utah
the fourth U.S. state to approve comprehensive consumer privacy legislation. The UCPA becomes effective on
December 31, 2023.
Practice Tip: The UCPA is generally less restrictive than other recent state privacy laws. Therefore, if your
organization’s nationwide data processing activities already comply with the California Consumer Privacy Act and
are prepared to comply with the new Colorado and Virginia laws, there is little else to do to comply with the
UCPA, other than posting a Utah-specific privacy notice on your website.
Scope: The UCPA applies to controllers—persons doing business in Utah that decide the purposes and methods
of data processing—and processors—persons processing personal data on behalf of a controller. Similar to laws in
California, Virginia, and Colorado, the Utah law covers organizations that (i) conduct business in Utah or target
products to Utah consumers, (ii) have at least $25 million in annual revenue, and (iii) either (a) control or process
the personal data of 100,000 or more Utah consumers in a calendar year or (b) derive over 50% of their gross
revenues from personal data sales and control or process the personal data of at least 25,000 Utah consumers.
Exemptions: The UCPA does not apply to (i) employee data, (ii) de-identified, aggregated, and publicly available
data, (iii) information regulated under various federal laws, including HIPAA, GLBA, FCRA, and FERPA, or (iv)
certain entities, including nonprofits, government entities and contractors, and air carriers. Various uses of data
are also exempt, including internal activities directed to development or repair or reasonably aligned with the
consumer’s expectations, based on a pre-existing relationship with the controller.
Consumer Rights: Utah consumers are granted four non-waivable rights: (i) the right to confirm whether a
controller is processing their personal data and to access such data, (ii) the right to delete data that they provided
to a controller, (iii) the right to obtain a copy of such data, and (iv) the right to opt out of processing for targeted
advertising or sales of their data. The “sale” definition is narrower than the one for California—it must involve
monetary consideration—and has several exceptions, including transfers that are consistent with a consumer’s
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reasonable expectations. Sales also do not include transfers of personal data as part of a merger or sale of a
business.
Obligations: Controllers may not process sensitive data unless consumers have clear notice and an opportunity
to opt out. Sensitive data includes genetic, biometric, or geolocation data, most information revealing racial or
ethnic origin, religious beliefs, sexual orientation, citizenship or immigration status, or medical information.
Further, controllers must (i) post accessible and clear UCPA-compliant privacy policies, (ii) maintain appropriate
physical data security practices, and (iii) have certain protective language in their contracts with processors.
Enforcement: The Utah Attorney General has exclusive enforcement authority and may recover actual damages
and up to $7,500 per violation. The UCPA requires a 30-day notice and cure period before enforcement.
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